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I. Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 
1. A. facsimile B. fax  C. transfer D. spacious 

2. A. equipped B. delivered C. transferred D. received 

II. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence. 
3. A. subscribe  B. courteous C. service D. customer 

4. A. technology B. distribution C. delivery D. facsimile 

III. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence: 
5. Many organizations have been set up and funds have been raised.  
 A. established  B. collapsed  C. delayed  D. decreased  
6. The number of rare animals is decreasing rapidly. 
  A. dangerously  B. quickly  C. mostly  D. gradually  
7. Tropical forests have supplied us with many sorts of plants for food, medicine, and industry.  
 A. affected  B. influenced  C. changed  D. provided  
8. Those who concern are very worried about the _____ of many species.  
 A. disappearance      B. establishment    C. supply  D. provision  
9. Because of people's _____ with the environment, many kinds of plants and animals are becoming rare.  
 A. supply  B. survival  C. interference  D. influence    
10. You have to be aware of the damage humans are doing to quicken the ______ of wildlife. 

A. extinct   B. extinctive   C. extinction   D. extinctions 
11. Many birds didn't _____  the severe winter.    A. survive     B.  surviving      C. survived    D. to survive 
12. She's one of the kindest people ____. A. that I know   B. whose I know     C.  I know them   D. which I know 
13. She lives in the house ____. A. which has the red door    B. has the red door   
                                                    C. that with the red door        D. with its red door 
14. The medicine ______ is on the shelf is no longer good.  A. whom B. who   C. which D. it 
15. Have you found the pen ______ you lost?    A. who   B. where C. which     D. when 
16. The secretary to_____ I talked didn't know where the meeting was. A. who  B. whom  C. that D. which 
17. She doesn’t want to speak of the cause ______ she divorced her husband.     A. where B. why   C. when  D. that 
18. People are destroying the air by adding ____ to it. A. pollution   B. polluted    C. pollutants   D. polluters   
19. Do you see the woman ___ money we found?  A. who   B. whose   C. which   D. that 
20. Do you know the date ______ we have to hand in the essay?  A. which   B. in which  C. on that     D. when 
21. My uncle ______ you met yesterday is a lawyer.     A. which   B. who     C. whose   D. to whom 
22. These adults, ______ come to my night class, are very eager to learn. A. whose   B. who  C. that   D. when 
23. Animals shouldn't be _____ for recreation and entertainment.    

A. capture  B. capturing   C. captured     D. to capture 
24. The health of our children are being ____ by exhaust fumes.  
           A. endanger    B. endangering   C. endangered     D.  to endanger 
25. The tree from _____ we picked these fruits is in front of the house.   A. who    B. whom   C. which   D. that 
26. Is ______ ready to go? A. one     B. ones         C. no one    D. everyone 
27. The panda's ______ habitat is the bamboo forest. A. nature  B. natural  C. naturalized   D. naturally 
28. I like the man _____ you met this morning. A. whom   B. that   C. which   D.  Both A and B are correct 
29. He doesn’t want to sell the house _____ he was born. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. when 
30. I saw a lot of people and horses_____ went to market. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. which 
31. Tim is a businessman. I bought his old house. 
    A. Tim is a businessman who I bought his old house.    B. Tim is a businessman whose old house I bought. 
    C. Tim is a businessman whose I bought old house      D. Tim whose old house I bought is a businessman.        
32. I met Mary. She asked me to give you this. 
    A. I met Mary who she asked me to give you this.     B. I met Mary, who asked me to give you this. 
    B. I met Mary that she asked me to give you this.       D. I met Mary, that asked me to give you this. 
33. I have not decided the day. I’ll go to London on that day. → 
    A. I have not decided the day that I’ll go to London.           B. I have not decided the day when I’ll go to London. 
    C. I have not decided the day where I’ll go to London.       D. I have not decided the day which I’ll go to London. 
34. No one likes snakes, ______? A. do they    B. don’t they    C. does he     D. doesn’t he 



35. People are destroying the air day by day. 
A. The air are being destroyed day by day.         B. The air is being destroyed day by day. 
C. The air is destroyed day by day.                  D. The air are destroyed day by day. 

IV. Choose the underlined part that needs correcting. 
36. Hanoi Post Office, that is in the city centre, provides a lot of services.  
                                       A        B                              C                       D 
37. Many national parks are under  danger of being destroyed. 
                    A                          B                         C          D                        
38. The preserve of old buildings should be taken into consideration. 
                  A                      B                            C      D 
39. She is the woman about who I told you. 
              A          B           C     D 
40. This is a photograph of my friends with which we went on holiday. 
                             A                     B                 C                        D 
 
V. Read the passage and make the correct choice: 
The tropical rain forests are a delight to people who (41) _____ nature. The forests are beautiful woodlands which 
receive (42) _____rain. Many natural resources can be derived from tropical rain forests. (43) _____natural 
resources are fruits, vegetables and rare herbs .  Sometimes, the rain forests are cleared (44) _____ valuable 
timber. Hardwood like teak, mahogany and rosewood are some of the popular timber that are exported. These kinds 
of wood are then used (45) _____houses and furniture.    
 
41.A. belong to  B. love   C. interested in   D. became 
42.A. many  B. a great many  C. plenty of   D. a large number of 
43.A. Such  B. So   C. Whatever   D. A lot 
44.A. to  B. by   C. with    D. for 
45.A. to make  B. to making  C. by making   D. making 
 
VI. Read the following passage and choose the best answer: 
 We are all slowly destroying the earth. The seas and rivers are too dirty to swim in. There is so much smoke in 
the air that it is unhealthy to live in many of the world’s cities. In one well-known city, for example, poisonous gases 
from cars pollute the air so much that traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks. 
 We have cut down so many trees that there are now vast areas of waste-land all over the world. As a result, 
farmers in parts of Africa cannot grow enough to eat. In certain countries in Asia there is too little rice. Moreover, we 
do not take enough care of the countryside. Wild animals are quickly disappearing. For instant, tigers are rare in 
India now because we have killed too many for them to survive. However, it isn’t enough simply to talk about the 
problem. We must act now before it is too late to do anything about it. Join us now. Save the Earth. This is too 
important to ignore. 
46. The seas and rivers nowadays _____. 
A. cannot be swum in   B. are less dirty than they used to be 
C. are dirty enough to swim in   D. are contaminated 
47. Smoke _____. 
A. is harmful to health B. is full of the big cities     C. leads to a healthy life    D. makes life in big  cities difficult 
48. In one well-known city, traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks _____. 
A. in order to protect themselves from being injured B. because there are so many cars on the streets 
C. in spite of poisonous gases    D. because of air pollution 
49. Why do farmers in parts of Africa and Asia not grow enough to eat ? 
A. Because many trees have been planted  B. Because people cut down many trees 
C. Because there is too little rice   D. Because there are large areas of land that cannot be used 
50. Wild animals are _____. 
A. being protected from natural environment                  B. in danger of extinction 
C. killed so many that they cannot live in the forests  D. so rare that they cannot survive 
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I. Read the passage and make the correct choice: 
The tropical rain forests are a delight to people who (1) _____ nature. The forests are beautiful woodlands which 
receive (2) _____rain. Many natural resources can be derived from tropical rain forests. (3) _____natural resources 
are fruits, vegetables and rare herbs. Sometimes, the rain forests are cleared (4) _____ valuable timber. Hardwood 
like teak, mahogany and rosewood are some of the popular timber that are exported. These kinds of wood are then 
used (5) _____houses and furniture.    
 
1.A. belong to  B. love   C. interested in   D. became 
2.A. many  B. a great many  C. plenty of   D. a large number of 
3.A. Such  B. So   C. Whatever   D. A lot 
4.A. to   B. by   C. with    D. for 
5.A. to make  B. to making  C. by making   D. making 
 
II. Read the following passage and choose the best answer: 
 We are all slowly destroying the earth. The seas and rivers are too dirty to swim in. There is so much smoke in 
the air that it is unhealthy to live in many of the world’s cities. In one well-known city, for example, poisonous gases 
from cars pollute the air so much that traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks. 
 We have cut down so many trees that there are now vast areas of waste-land all over the world. As a result, 
farmers in parts of Africa cannot grow enough to eat. In certain countries in Asia there is too little rice. Moreover, we 
do not take enough care of the countryside. Wild animals are quickly disappearing. For instant, tigers are rare in 
India now because we have killed too many for them to survive. However, it isn’t enough simply to talk about the 
problem. We must act now before it is too late to do anything about it. Join us now. Save the Earth. This is too 
important to ignore. 
6. The seas and rivers nowadays _____. 
 A. cannot be swum in   B. are less dirty than they used to be 
 C. are dirty enough to swim in   D. are contaminated 
7. Smoke _____. 
A. is harmful to health B. is full of the big cities     C. leads to a healthy life    D. makes life in big  cities difficult 
8. In one well-known city, traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks _____. 
 A. in order to protect themselves from being injured B. because there are so many cars on the streets 
 C. in spite of poisonous gases    D. because of air pollution 
9. Why do farmers in parts of Africa and Asia not grow enough to eat ? 
 A. Because many trees have been planted  B. Because people cut down many trees 
 C. Because there is too little rice   D. Because there are large areas of land that cannot be used 
10. Wild animals are _____. 
 A. being protected from natural environment                  B. in danger of extinction 
 C. killed so many that they cannot live in the forests  D. so rare that they cannot survive 
 
III. Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 
11. A. facsimile B. fax  C. transfer D. spacious 
12. A. equipped B. delivered C. transferred D. received 
IV. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence. 
13. A. subscribe  B. courteous C. service D. customer 
14. A. technology B. distribution C. delivery D. facsimile 
V. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence: 
15. Have you found the pen ______ you lost?    A. who   B. where C. which     D. when 
16. The secretary to_____ I talked didn't know where the meeting was. A. who  B. whom  C. that D. which 
17. She doesn’t want to speak of the cause ______ she divorced her husband.     A. where B. why   C. when  D. that 
18. People are destroying the air by adding ____ to it. A. pollution   B. polluted    C. pollutants   D. polluters   
19. Do you see the woman ___ money we found?  A. who   B. whose   C. which   D. that 
20. Do you know the date ______ we have to hand in the essay?  A. which   B. in which  C. on that     D. when 
21. My uncle ______ you met yesterday is a lawyer.     A. which   B. who     C. whose   D. to whom 
22. These adults, ______ come to my night class, are very eager to learn. A. whose   B. who  C. that   D. when 



23. Animals shouldn't be _____ for recreation and entertainment.    
A. capture  B. capturing   C. captured     D. to capture 

24. The health of our children are being ____ by exhaust fumes.  
           A. endanger    B. endangering   C. endangered     D.  to endanger 
25. The tree from _____ we picked these fruits is in front of the house.   A. who    B. whom   C. which   D. that 
26. Is ______ ready to go? A. one     B. ones         C. no one    D. everyone 
27. The panda's ______ habitat is the bamboo forest. A. nature  B. natural  C. naturalized   D. naturally 
28. I like the man _____ you met this morning. A. whom   B. that   C. which   D.  Both A and B are correct 
29. He doesn’t want to sell the house _____ he was born. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. when 
30. I saw a lot of people and horses_____ went to market. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. which 
31. Tim is a businessman. I bought his old house. 
    A. Tim is a businessman who I bought his old house.    B. Tim is a businessman whose old house I bought. 
    C. Tim is a businessman whose I bought old house      D. Tim whose old house I bought is a businessman.        
32. I met Mary. She asked me to give you this. 
    A. I met Mary who she asked me to give you this.     B. I met Mary, who asked me to give you this. 
    B. I met Mary that she asked me to give you this.       D. I met Mary, that asked me to give you this. 
33. I have not decided the day. I’ll go to London on that day. → 
    A. I have not decided the day that I’ll go to London.           B. I have not decided the day when I’ll go to London. 
    C. I have not decided the day where I’ll go to London.       D. I have not decided the day which I’ll go to London. 
34. No one likes snakes, ______? A. do they    B. don’t they    C. does he     D. doesn’t he 
35. People are destroying the air day by day. 

A. The air are being destroyed day by day.         B. The air is being destroyed day by day. 
C. The air is destroyed day by day.                  D. The air are destroyed day by day. 

36. Many organizations have been set up and funds have been raised.  
 A. established  B. collapsed  C. delayed  D. decreased  
37. The number of rare animals is decreasing rapidly. 
  A. dangerously  B. quickly  C. mostly  D. gradually  
38. Tropical forests have supplied us with many sorts of plants for food, medicine, and industry.  
 A. affected  B. influenced  C. changed  D. provided  
39. Those who concern are very worried about the _____ of many species.  
 A. disappearance      B. establishment    C. supply  D. provision  
40. Because of people's _____ with the environment, many kinds of plants and animals are becoming rare.  
 A. supply  B. survival  C. interference  D. influence    
41. You have to be aware of the damage humans are doing to quicken the ______ of wildlife. 

A. extinct   B. extinctive   C. extinction   D. extinctions 
42. Many birds didn't _____  the severe winter.    A. survive     B.  surviving      C. survived    D. to survive 
43. She's one of the kindest people ____. A. that I know   B. whose I know     C.  I know them   D. which I know 
44. She lives in the house ____. A. which has the red door    B. has the red door   
                                                    C. that with the red door        D. with its red door 
45. The medicine ______ is on the shelf is no longer good.  A. whom B. who   C. which D. it 
 
VI. Choose the underlined part that needs correcting. 
46. Hanoi Post Office, that is in the city centre, provides a lot of services.  

                               A        B                              C                       D 

47. Many national parks are under  danger of being destroyed. 
                    A                          B                         C          D                        

 48. The preserve of old buildings should be taken into consideration. 
              A                      B                            C      D 

49. She is the woman about who I told you. 
       A          B           C     D 

50. This is a photograph of my friends with which we went on holiday. 
                     A                     B                 C                        D 

 
THE END OF NUMBER 312 
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I. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence: 
1. My uncle ______ you met yesterday is a lawyer.     A. which   B. who     C. whose   D. to whom 
2. These adults, ______ come to my night class, are very eager to learn. A. whose   B. who  C. that   D. when 
3. Animals shouldn't be _____ for recreation and entertainment.    

A. capture  B. capturing   C. captured     D. to capture 
4. The health of our children are being ____ by exhaust fumes.  
           A. endanger    B. endangering   C. endangered     D.  to endanger 
5. The tree from _____ we picked these fruits is in front of the house.   A. who    B. whom   C. which   D. that 
6. Is ______ ready to go? A. one     B. ones         C. no one    D. everyone 
7. The panda's ______ habitat is the bamboo forest. A. nature  B. natural  C. naturalized   D. naturally 
8. I like the man _____ you met this morning. A. whom   B. that   C. which   D.  Both A and B are correct 
9. He doesn’t want to sell the house _____ he was born. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. when 
10. Many organizations have been set up and funds have been raised.  
 A. established  B. collapsed  C. delayed  D. decreased  
11. The number of rare animals is decreasing rapidly. 
  A. dangerously  B. quickly  C. mostly  D. gradually  
12. Tropical forests have supplied us with many sorts of plants for food, medicine, and industry.  
 A. affected  B. influenced  C. changed  D. provided  
13. Those who concern are very worried about the _____ of many species.  
 A. disappearance      B. establishment    C. supply  D. provision  
14. Because of people's _____ with the environment, many kinds of plants and animals are becoming rare.  
 A. supply  B. survival  C. interference  D. influence    
15. You have to be aware of the damage humans are doing to quicken the ______ of wildlife. 

A. extinct   B. extinctive   C. extinction   D. extinctions 
16. The secretary to_____ I talked didn't know where the meeting was. A. who  B. whom  C. that D. which 
17. She doesn’t want to speak of the cause ______ she divorced her husband.     A. where B. why   C. when  D. that 
18. People are destroying the air by adding ____ to it. A. pollution   B. polluted    C. pollutants   D. polluters   
19. Do you see the woman ___ money we found?  A. who   B. whose   C. which   D. that 
20. Do you know the date ______ we have to hand in the essay?  A. which   B. in which  C. on that     D. when 
21. Tim is a businessman. I bought his old house. 
    A. Tim is a businessman who I bought his old house.    B. Tim is a businessman whose old house I bought. 
    C. Tim is a businessman whose I bought old house      D. Tim whose old house I bought is a businessman.        
22. I met Mary. She asked me to give you this. 
    A. I met Mary who she asked me to give you this.     B. I met Mary, who asked me to give you this. 
    B. I met Mary that she asked me to give you this.       D. I met Mary, that asked me to give you this. 
23. I have not decided the day. I’ll go to London on that day. → 
    A. I have not decided the day that I’ll go to London.           B. I have not decided the day when I’ll go to London. 
    C. I have not decided the day where I’ll go to London.       D. I have not decided the day which I’ll go to London. 
24. No one likes snakes, ______? A. do they    B. don’t they    C. does he     D. doesn’t he 
25. People are destroying the air day by day. 

A. The air are being destroyed day by day.         B. The air is being destroyed day by day. 
C. The air is destroyed day by day.                  D. The air are destroyed day by day. 

26. Many birds didn't _____  the severe winter.    A. survive     B.  surviving      C. survived    D. to survive 
27. She's one of the kindest people ____. A. that I know   B. whose I know     C.  I know them   D. which I know 
28. She lives in the house ____. A. which has the red door    B. has the red door   
                                                    C. that with the red door        D. with its red door 
29. The medicine ______ is on the shelf is no longer good.  A. whom B. who   C. which D. it 
30. Have you found the pen ______ you lost?    A. who   B. where C. which     D. when 
31. I saw a lot of people and horses_____ went to market. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. which 
II. Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

32. A. facsimile B. fax  C. transfer D. spacious 

33. A. equipped B. delivered C. transferred D. received 



III. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence. 
34. A. subscribe  B. courteous C. service D. customer 

35. A. technology B. distribution C. delivery D. facsimile 

 
IV. Choose the underlined part that needs correcting. 
36. Hanoi Post Office, that is in the city centre, provides a lot of services.  
                                       A        B                              C                       D 
37. Many national parks are under  danger of being destroyed. 
                    A                          B                         C          D                        
38. The preserve of old buildings should be taken into consideration. 
                  A                      B                            C      D 
39. She is the woman about who I told you. 
              A          B           C     D 
40. This is a photograph of my friends with which we went on holiday. 
                             A                     B                 C                        D 
 
V. Read the passage and make the correct choice: 
The tropical rain forests are a delight to people who (41) _____ nature. The forests are beautiful woodlands which 
receive (42) _____rain. Many natural resources can be derived from tropical rain forests. (43) _____natural 
resources are fruits, vegetables and rare herbs .  Sometimes, the rain forests are cleared (44) _____ valuable 
timber. Hardwood like teak, mahogany and rosewood are some of the popular timber that are exported. These kinds 
of wood are then used (45) _____houses and furniture.    
 
41.A. belong to  B. love   C. interested in   D. became 
42.A. many  B. a great many  C. plenty of   D. a large number of 
43.A. Such  B. So   C. Whatever   D. A lot 
44.A. to  B. by   C. with    D. for 
45.A. to make  B. to making  C. by making   D. making 
 
VI. Read the following passage and choose the best answer: 
 We are all slowly destroying the earth. The seas and rivers are too dirty to swim in. There is so much smoke in 
the air that it is unhealthy to live in many of the world’s cities. In one well-known city, for example, poisonous gases 
from cars pollute the air so much that traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks. 
 We have cut down so many trees that there are now vast areas of waste-land all over the world. As a result, 
farmers in parts of Africa cannot grow enough to eat. In certain countries in Asia there is too little rice. Moreover, we 
do not take enough care of the countryside. Wild animals are quickly disappearing. For instant, tigers are rare in 
India now because we have killed too many for them to survive. However, it isn’t enough simply to talk about the 
problem. We must act now before it is too late to do anything about it. Join us now. Save the Earth. This is too 
important to ignore. 
46. The seas and rivers nowadays _____. 
A. cannot be swum in   B. are less dirty than they used to be 
C. are dirty enough to swim in   D. are contaminated 
47. Smoke _____. 
A. is harmful to health B. is full of the big cities     C. leads to a healthy life    D. makes life in big  cities difficult 
48. In one well-known city, traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks _____. 
A. in order to protect themselves from being injured B. because there are so many cars on the streets 
C. in spite of poisonous gases    D. because of air pollution 
49. Why do farmers in parts of Africa and Asia not grow enough to eat ? 
A. Because many trees have been planted  B. Because people cut down many trees 
C. Because there is too little rice   D. Because there are large areas of land that cannot be used 
50. Wild animals are _____. 
A. being protected from natural environment                  B. in danger of extinction 
C. killed so many that they cannot live in the forests  D. so rare that they cannot survive 
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I. Read the passage and make the correct choice: 
The tropical rain forests are a delight to people who (1) _____ nature. The forests are beautiful woodlands which 
receive (2) _____rain. Many natural resources can be derived from tropical rain forests. (3) _____natural resources 
are fruits, vegetables and rare herbs .  Sometimes, the rain forests are cleared (4) _____ valuable timber. Hardwood 
like teak, mahogany and rosewood are some of the popular timber that are exported. These kinds of wood are then 
used (5) _____houses and furniture.    
 
1.A. belong to  B. love   C. interested in   D. became 
2.A. many  B. a great many  C. plenty of   D. a large number of 
3.A. Such  B. So   C. Whatever   D. A lot 
4.A. to   B. by   C. with    D. for 
5.A. to make  B. to making  C. by making   D. making 
 
II. Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

6. A. facsimile B. fax  C. transfer D. spacious 

7. A. equipped B. delivered C. transferred D. received 

III. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence. 
8. A. subscribe  B. courteous C. service D. customer 

9. A. technology B. distribution C. delivery D. facsimile 

IV. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence:   
10. You have to be aware of the damage humans are doing to quicken the ______ of wildlife. 

A. extinct   B. extinctive   C. extinction   D. extinctions 
11. Many birds didn't _____  the severe winter.    A. survive     B.  surviving      C. survived    D. to survive 
12. She's one of the kindest people ____. A. that I know   B. whose I know     C.  I know them   D. which I know 
13. She lives in the house ____. A. which has the red door    B. has the red door   
                                                    C. that with the red door        D. with its red door 
14. The medicine ______ is on the shelf is no longer good.  A. whom B. who   C. which D. it 
15. Have you found the pen ______ you lost?    A. who   B. where C. which     D. when 
16. The secretary to_____ I talked didn't know where the meeting was. A. who  B. whom  C. that D. which 
17. She doesn’t want to speak of the cause ______ she divorced her husband.     A. where B. why   C. when  D. that 
18. People are destroying the air by adding ____ to it. A. pollution   B. polluted    C. pollutants   D. polluters   
19. Do you see the woman ___ money we found?  A. who   B. whose   C. which   D. that 
20. Do you know the date ______ we have to hand in the essay?  A. which   B. in which  C. on that     D. when 
21. My uncle ______ you met yesterday is a lawyer.     A. which   B. who     C. whose   D. to whom 
22. These adults, ______ come to my night class, are very eager to learn. A. whose   B. who  C. that   D. when 
23. Animals shouldn't be _____ for recreation and entertainment.    

A. capture  B. capturing   C. captured     D. to capture 
24. The health of our children are being ____ by exhaust fumes.  
           A. endanger    B. endangering   C. endangered     D.  to endanger 
25. The tree from _____ we picked these fruits is in front of the house.   A. who    B. whom   C. which   D. that 
26. Is ______ ready to go? A. one     B. ones         C. no one    D. everyone 
27. The panda's ______ habitat is the bamboo forest. A. nature  B. natural  C. naturalized   D. naturally 
28. I like the man _____ you met this morning. A. whom   B. that   C. which   D.  Both A and B are correct 
29. He doesn’t want to sell the house _____ he was born. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. when 
30. I saw a lot of people and horses_____ went to market. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. which 
31. Tim is a businessman. I bought his old house. 
    A. Tim is a businessman who I bought his old house.    B. Tim is a businessman whose old house I bought. 
    C. Tim is a businessman whose I bought old house      D. Tim whose old house I bought is a businessman.        
32. I met Mary. She asked me to give you this. 
    A. I met Mary who she asked me to give you this.     B. I met Mary, who asked me to give you this. 



    B. I met Mary that she asked me to give you this.       D. I met Mary, that asked me to give you this. 
33. I have not decided the day. I’ll go to London on that day. → 
    A. I have not decided the day that I’ll go to London.           B. I have not decided the day when I’ll go to London. 
    C. I have not decided the day where I’ll go to London.       D. I have not decided the day which I’ll go to London. 
34. No one likes snakes, ______? A. do they    B. don’t they    C. does he     D. doesn’t he 
35. People are destroying the air day by day. 

A. The air are being destroyed day by day.         B. The air is being destroyed day by day. 
C. The air is destroyed day by day.                  D. The air are destroyed day by day. 

36. Many organizations have been set up and funds have been raised.  
 A. established  B. collapsed  C. delayed  D. decreased  
37. The number of rare animals is decreasing rapidly. 
  A. dangerously  B. quickly  C. mostly  D. gradually  
38. Tropical forests have supplied us with many sorts of plants for food, medicine, and industry.  
 A. affected  B. influenced  C. changed  D. provided  
39. Those who concern are very worried about the _____ of many species.  
 A. disappearance      B. establishment    C. supply  D. provision  
40. Because of people's _____ with the environment, many kinds of plants and animals are becoming rare.  

 A. supply  B. survival  C. interference   D. influence 
V. Choose the underlined part that needs correcting. 
41. Hanoi Post Office, that is in the city centre, provides a lot of services.  
                                       A        B                              C                       D 
42. Many national parks are under  danger of being destroyed. 
                    A                          B                         C          D                        
43. The preserve of old buildings should be taken into consideration. 
                  A                      B                            C      D 
44. She is the woman about who I told you. 
              A          B           C     D 
45. This is a photograph of my friends with which we went on holiday. 
                             A                     B                 C                        D 
 
VI. Read the following passage and choose the best answer: 
 We are all slowly destroying the earth. The seas and rivers are too dirty to swim in. There is so much smoke in 
the air that it is unhealthy to live in many of the world’s cities. In one well-known city, for example, poisonous gases 
from cars pollute the air so much that traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks. 
 We have cut down so many trees that there are now vast areas of waste-land all over the world. As a result, 
farmers in parts of Africa cannot grow enough to eat. In certain countries in Asia there is too little rice. Moreover, we 
do not take enough care of the countryside. Wild animals are quickly disappearing. For instant, tigers are rare in 
India now because we have killed too many for them to survive. However, it isn’t enough simply to talk about the 
problem. We must act now before it is too late to do anything about it. Join us now. Save the Earth. This is too 
important to ignore. 
46. The seas and rivers nowadays _____. 
A. cannot be swum in   B. are less dirty than they used to be 
C. are dirty enough to swim in   D. are contaminated 
47. Smoke _____. 
A. is harmful to health B. is full of the big cities     C. leads to a healthy life    D. makes life in big  cities difficult 
48. In one well-known city, traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks _____. 
A. in order to protect themselves from being injured B. because there are so many cars on the streets 
C. in spite of poisonous gases    D. because of air pollution 
49. Why do farmers in parts of Africa and Asia not grow enough to eat ? 
A. Because many trees have been planted  B. Because people cut down many trees 
C. Because there is too little rice   D. Because there are large areas of land that cannot be used 
50. Wild animals are _____. 
A. being protected from natural environment                  B. in danger of extinction 
C. killed so many that they cannot live in the forests  D. so rare that they cannot survive 
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I. Choose the underlined part that needs correcting. 
1. Hanoi Post Office, that is in the city centre, provides a lot of services.  
                                       A        B                              C                       D 
2. Many national parks are under  danger of being destroyed. 
                    A                          B                         C          D                        
3. The preserve of old buildings should be taken into consideration. 
                  A                      B                            C      D 
4. She is the woman about who I told you. 
              A          B           C     D 
5. This is a photograph of my friends with which we went on holiday. 
                             A                     B                 C                        D 
 
II. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence: 
6. Is ______ ready to go? A. one     B. ones         C. no one    D. everyone 
7. The panda's ______ habitat is the bamboo forest. A. nature  B. natural  C. naturalized   D. naturally 
8. I like the man _____ you met this morning. A. whom   B. that   C. which   D.  Both A and B are correct 
9. He doesn’t want to sell the house _____ he was born. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. when 
10. You have to be aware of the damage humans are doing to quicken the ______ of wildlife. 

A. extinct   B. extinctive   C. extinction   D. extinctions 
11. Many birds didn't _____  the severe winter.    A. survive     B.  surviving      C. survived    D. to survive 
12. She's one of the kindest people ____. A. that I know   B. whose I know     C.  I know them   D. which I know 
13. She lives in the house ____. A. which has the red door    B. has the red door   
                                                    C. that with the red door        D. with its red door 
14. The medicine ______ is on the shelf is no longer good.  A. whom B. who   C. which D. it 
15. Have you found the pen ______ you lost?    A. who   B. where C. which     D. when 
16. The secretary to_____ I talked didn't know where the meeting was. A. who  B. whom  C. that D. which 
17. She doesn’t want to speak of the cause ______ she divorced her husband.     A. where B. why   C. when  D. that 
18. People are destroying the air by adding ____ to it. A. pollution   B. polluted    C. pollutants   D. polluters   
19. Do you see the woman ___ money we found?  A. who   B. whose   C. which   D. that 
20. Do you know the date ______ we have to hand in the essay?  A. which   B. in which  C. on that     D. when 
21. My uncle ______ you met yesterday is a lawyer.     A. which   B. who     C. whose   D. to whom 
22. These adults, ______ come to my night class, are very eager to learn. A. whose   B. who  C. that   D. when 
23. Animals shouldn't be _____ for recreation and entertainment.    

A. capture  B. capturing   C. captured     D. to capture 
24. The health of our children are being ____ by exhaust fumes.  
           A. endanger    B. endangering   C. endangered     D.  to endanger 
25. The tree from _____ we picked these fruits is in front of the house.   A. who    B. whom   C. which   D. that 
26. Many organizations have been set up and funds have been raised.  
 A. established  B. collapsed  C. delayed  D. decreased  
27. The number of rare animals is decreasing rapidly. 
  A. dangerously  B. quickly  C. mostly  D. gradually  
28. Tropical forests have supplied us with many sorts of plants for food, medicine, and industry.  
 A. affected  B. influenced  C. changed  D. provided  
29. Those who concern are very worried about the _____ of many species.  
 A. disappearance      B. establishment    C. supply  D. provision  
30. Because of people's _____ with the environment, many kinds of plants and animals are becoming rare.  
 A. supply  B. survival  C. interference  D. influence    
31. Tim is a businessman. I bought his old house. 
    A. Tim is a businessman who I bought his old house.    B. Tim is a businessman whose old house I bought. 
    C. Tim is a businessman whose I bought old house      D. Tim whose old house I bought is a businessman.        
32. I met Mary. She asked me to give you this. 
    A. I met Mary who she asked me to give you this.     B. I met Mary, who asked me to give you this. 
    B. I met Mary that she asked me to give you this.       D. I met Mary, that asked me to give you this. 



33. I have not decided the day. I’ll go to London on that day. → 
    A. I have not decided the day that I’ll go to London.           B. I have not decided the day when I’ll go to London. 
    C. I have not decided the day where I’ll go to London.       D. I have not decided the day which I’ll go to London. 
34. No one likes snakes, ______? A. do they    B. don’t they    C. does he     D. doesn’t he 
35. People are destroying the air day by day. 

A. The air are being destroyed day by day.         B. The air is being destroyed day by day. 
C. The air is destroyed day by day.                  D. The air are destroyed day by day. 

36. I saw a lot of people and horses_____ went to market.  A. who    B. that    C. where   D. which 
 
III. Read the following passage and choose the best answer: 
 We are all slowly destroying the earth. The seas and rivers are too dirty to swim in. There is so much smoke in 
the air that it is unhealthy to live in many of the world’s cities. In one well-known city, for example, poisonous gases 
from cars pollute the air so much that traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks. 
 We have cut down so many trees that there are now vast areas of waste-land all over the world. As a result, 
farmers in parts of Africa cannot grow enough to eat. In certain countries in Asia there is too little rice. Moreover, we 
do not take enough care of the countryside. Wild animals are quickly disappearing. For instant, tigers are rare in 
India now because we have killed too many for them to survive. However, it isn’t enough simply to talk about the 
problem. We must act now before it is too late to do anything about it. Join us now. Save the Earth. This is too 
important to ignore. 
37. The seas and rivers nowadays _____. 
A. cannot be swum in   B. are less dirty than they used to be 
C. are dirty enough to swim in   D. are contaminated 
38. Smoke _____. 
A. is harmful to health B. is full of the big cities     C. leads to a healthy life    D. makes life in big  cities difficult 
39. In one well-known city, traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks _____. 
A. in order to protect themselves from being injured B. because there are so many cars on the streets 
C. in spite of poisonous gases    D. because of air pollution 
40. Why do farmers in parts of Africa and Asia not grow enough to eat ? 
A. Because many trees have been planted  B. Because people cut down many trees 
C. Because there is too little rice   D. Because there are large areas of land that cannot be used 
41. Wild animals are _____. 
A. being protected from natural environment                  B. in danger of extinction 
C. killed so many that they cannot live in the forests  D. so rare that they cannot survive 
 
IV. Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

42. A. facsimile B. fax  C. transfer D. spacious 

43. A. equipped B. delivered C. transferred D. received 

V. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence. 
44. A. subscribe  B. courteous C. service D. customer 

45. A. technology B. distribution C. delivery D. facsimile 

VI. Read the passage and make the correct choice: 
The tropical rain forests are a delight to people who (46) _____ nature. The forests are beautiful woodlands 
which receive (47) _____rain. Many natural resources can be derived from tropical rain forests. (48) 
_____natural resources are fruits, vegetables and rare herbs .  Sometimes, the rain forests are cleared (49) 
_____ valuable timber. Hardwood like teak, mahogany and rosewood are some of the popular timber that are 
exported. These kinds of wood are then used (50) _____houses and furniture.    
 
46. A. belong to  B. love   C. interested in   D. became 

47. A. many  B. a great many  C. plenty of   D. a large number of 

48. A. Such  B. So   C. Whatever   D. A lot 

49. A. to   B. by   C. with    D. for 

50. A. to make  B. to making  C. by making   D. making 
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I. Read the following passage and choose the best answer: 
 We are all slowly destroying the earth. The seas and rivers are too dirty to swim in. There is so much smoke in 
the air that it is unhealthy to live in many of the world’s cities. In one well-known city, for example, poisonous gases 
from cars pollute the air so much that traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks. 
 We have cut down so many trees that there are now vast areas of waste-land all over the world. As a result, 
farmers in parts of Africa cannot grow enough to eat. In certain countries in Asia there is too little rice. Moreover, we 
do not take enough care of the countryside. Wild animals are quickly disappearing. For instant, tigers are rare in 
India now because we have killed too many for them to survive. However, it isn’t enough simply to talk about the 
problem. We must act now before it is too late to do anything about it. Join us now. Save the Earth. This is too 
important to ignore. 
1. The seas and rivers nowadays _____. 
A. cannot be swum in   B. are less dirty than they used to be 
C. are dirty enough to swim in   D. are contaminated 
2. Smoke _____. 
A. is harmful to health B. is full of the big cities     C. leads to a healthy life    D. makes life in big  cities difficult 
3. In one well-known city, traffic policemen have to wear oxygen masks _____. 
A. in order to protect themselves from being injured B. because there are so many cars on the streets 
C. in spite of poisonous gases    D. because of air pollution 
4. Why do farmers in parts of Africa and Asia not grow enough to eat ? 
A. Because many trees have been planted  B. Because people cut down many trees 
C. Because there is too little rice   D. Because there are large areas of land that cannot be used 
5. Wild animals are _____. 
A. being protected from natural environment                  B. in danger of extinction 
C. killed so many that they cannot live in the forests  D. so rare that they cannot survive 
 
II. Choose the underlined part that needs correcting. 
6. Hanoi Post Office, that is in the city centre, provides a lot of services.  
                                       A        B                              C                       D 
7. Many national parks are under  danger of being destroyed. 
                    A                          B                         C          D                        
8. The preserve of old buildings should be taken into consideration. 
                  A                      B                            C      D 
9. She is the woman about who I told you. 
              A          B           C     D 
10. This is a photograph of my friends with which we went on holiday. 
                             A                     B                 C                        D 
 
III. Pick out the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 

11. A. facsimile B. fax  C. transfer D. spacious 
12. A. equipped B. delivered C. transferred D. received 

IV. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence. 
13. A. subscribe  B. courteous C. service D. customer 

14. A. technology B. distribution C. delivery D. facsimile 

V. Choose the best answer (A, B, C, D) that best completes each sentence: 
15. The tree from _____ we picked these fruits is in front of the house.   A. who    B. whom   C. which   D. that 
16. Is ______ ready to go? A. one     B. ones         C. no one    D. everyone 
17. The panda's ______ habitat is the bamboo forest. A. nature  B. natural  C. naturalized   D. naturally 
18. I like the man _____ you met this morning. A. whom   B. that   C. which   D.  Both A and B are correct 
19. He doesn’t want to sell the house _____ he was born. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. when 
20. I saw a lot of people and horses_____ went to market. A. who    B. that    C. where   D. which 
21. Tim is a businessman. I bought his old house. 
    A. Tim is a businessman who I bought his old house.    B. Tim is a businessman whose old house I bought. 



    C. Tim is a businessman whose I bought old house      D. Tim whose old house I bought is a businessman.        
22. I met Mary. She asked me to give you this. 
    A. I met Mary who she asked me to give you this.     B. I met Mary, who asked me to give you this. 
    B. I met Mary that she asked me to give you this.       D. I met Mary, that asked me to give you this. 
23. I have not decided the day. I’ll go to London on that day. → 
    A. I have not decided the day that I’ll go to London.           B. I have not decided the day when I’ll go to London. 
    C. I have not decided the day where I’ll go to London.       D. I have not decided the day which I’ll go to London. 
24. No one likes snakes, ______? A. do they    B. don’t they    C. does he     D. doesn’t he 
25. People are destroying the air day by day. 

A. The air are being destroyed day by day.         B. The air is being destroyed day by day. 
C. The air is destroyed day by day.                  D. The air are destroyed day by day. 

26. Many organizations have been set up and funds have been raised.  
 A. established  B. collapsed  C. delayed  D. decreased  
27. The number of rare animals is decreasing rapidly. 
  A. dangerously  B. quickly  C. mostly  D. gradually  
28. Tropical forests have supplied us with many sorts of plants for food, medicine, and industry.  
 A. affected  B. influenced  C. changed  D. provided  
29. Those who concern are very worried about the _____ of many species.  
 A. disappearance      B. establishment    C. supply  D. provision  
30. Because of people's _____ with the environment, many kinds of plants and animals are becoming rare.  
 A. supply  B. survival  C. interference  D. influence    
31. You have to be aware of the damage humans are doing to quicken the ______ of wildlife. 

A. extinct   B. extinctive   C. extinction   D. extinctions 
32. Many birds didn't _____  the severe winter.    A. survive     B.  surviving      C. survived    D. to survive 
33. She's one of the kindest people ____. A. that I know   B. whose I know     C.  I know them   D. which I know 
34. People are destroying the air by adding ____ to it. A. pollution   B. polluted    C. pollutants   D. polluters   
35. Do you see the woman ___ money we found?  A. who   B. whose   C. which   D. that 
36. Do you know the date ______ we have to hand in the essay?  A. which   B. in which  C. on that     D. when 
37. My uncle ______ you met yesterday is a lawyer.     A. which   B. who     C. whose   D. to whom 
38. These adults, ______ come to my night class, are very eager to learn. A. whose   B. who  C. that   D. when 
39. Animals shouldn't be _____ for recreation and entertainment.    

A. capture  B. capturing   C. captured     D. to capture 
40. The health of our children are being ____ by exhaust fumes.  
           A. endanger    B. endangering   C. endangered     D.  to endanger 
41. She lives in the house ____. A. which has the red door    B. has the red door   
                                                    C. that with the red door        D. with its red door 
42. The medicine ______ is on the shelf is no longer good.  A. whom B. who   C. which D. it 
43. Have you found the pen ______ you lost?    A. who   B. where C. which     D. when 
44. The secretary to_____ I talked didn't know where the meeting was. A. who  B. whom  C. that D. which 
45. She doesn’t want to speak of the cause ______ she divorced her husband.     A. where B. why   C. when  D. that 
VI. Read the passage and make the correct choice: 
The tropical rain forests are a delight to people who (46) _____ nature. The forests are beautiful woodlands which 
receive (47) _____rain. Many natural resources can be derived from tropical rain forests. (48) _____natural 
resources are fruits, vegetables and rare herbs .  Sometimes, the rain forests are cleared (49) _____ valuable 
timber. Hardwood like teak, mahogany and rosewood are some of the popular timber that are exported. These kinds 
of wood are then used (50) _____houses and furniture.    
 
46. A. belong to  B. love   C. interested in   D. became 
47. A. many  B. a great many  C. plenty of   D. a large number of 
48. A. Such  B. So   C. Whatever   D. A lot 
49. A. to  B. by   C. with    D. for 
50. A. to make  B. to making  C. by making   D. making 
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